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Abstract

The theory developed byMcGhee and von Hippel for ligand binding to a one-dimensional lattice-like macromolecule provides a closed
analytical form in the Scatchard representation. The application of such theory has been complicated by two facts: (1) it has been practi-
cally reduced to binding techniques, such as equilibrium dialysis, in which the partition between bound and free concentrations of all reac-
tant species are directly accessible and experimentally determined, but infrequently applied to other binding techniques, such as calorimetry
or spectroscopy, in which the direct observable is a magnitude proportional to the advance of the binding reaction monitored along the
titration experiment, and (2) Scatchard analysis, developed as a quantitative graphical method, is currently outdated and used only qual-
itatively because of its weaknesses, limitations, and deficiencies. However, a general exact method for applying such theory to titration
techniques in a correct and precise manner, without any limitation, can be delineated. In this article, the theory of cooperative ligand bind-
ing to linear lattice-like macromolecules has been implemented in isothermal titration calorimetry for the first time. This technique provides
a complete thermodynamic characterization of ligand binding, but it has been barely used properly for this type of system. The description,
the analysis of the formalism, and practical guidelines are presented, with considerations for experimental design and data analysis.
� 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Nonspecific ligand binding to a lattice-like macromol-
ecule, such as a nucleic acid or a carbohydrate, is com-
mon in nature. The macromolecule can be considered a
mono-dimensional lattice with N potential binding sites
homogeneously distributed and constituted by repeating
units, and any bound ligand molecule occupies a certain
number of repeating units, l. The geometric properties
of the system, that is, N, the number of repeating units
per macromolecule, and l, the length of the ligand (in a
macromolecule repeating unit basis), in addition to the
thermodynamic binding parameters, govern the behavior
of the system.

The number of ligand molecules bound per macromole-
cule, m, is the main descriptor of the behavior of the system
under study and it is defined as

m ¼
½L�B
½M�T

; ð1Þ

where [L]B is the concentration of bound ligand and [M]T is
the total concentration of macromolecule. The limiting val-
ues for the binding parameter are 0 and N/l, thus, reflecting
the degree of saturation of the macromolecule. The termi-
nology and the definition of the variables followed in [1]
have been adopted in this article because of its parallelism
with the traditional approach for macromolecules with sev-
eral nonoverlapping binding sites. Other authors prefer
using the binding density

m ¼
½L�B

N ½M�T
; ð2Þ
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which represents the saturation fraction of each repeating
unit in the macromolecule and presents limiting values of
0 and 1/l. Therefore, the only difference between these
two approaches is just a factor of 1/N.

Traditionally, binding equilibrium equations have been
transformed from the hyperbolic representation (m versus
[L]), which would require nonlinear regression analysis,
into a transformed representation to facilitate the interpre-
tation and analysis. One of these transformations is the
Scatchard plot [2]. In this approach, m/[L] is represented
as a function of m

m

½L�
¼ f ðm;N ; l; kÞ; ð3Þ

where k is the microscopic dissociation constant of each
binding site. In the case of a macromolecule with N equiv-
alent and independent binding sites and a ligand with size
l = 1, it corresponds to a linear plot, but in the case of sev-
eral classes of binding sites, or interacting binding sites, or
a ligand with size l > 1, it corresponds to a curved plot.
Therefore, for a ligand of size l > 1 the traditional ap-
proach does not apply and the equilibrium behavior of
the system differs significantly from the case in which
l = 1. McGhee and von Hippel [3,4] first derived a closed
form for the Scatchard representation valid for any ligand
size, l, any ligand dissociation constant, k, and any level of
cooperativity interaction between ligands bound contigu-
ously, x, for infinite homogeneous lattices

m

½L�
¼ f ðm;N ; l; k;xÞ. ð4Þ

For a detailed description of the methodology and the data
analysis for this type of system, see [5]. Extensions of this
theory have been developed for finite lattices [6,7], hetero-
geneous systems in which the binding sites are not homoge-
neously distributed throughout the macromolecule [8],
different classes of binding sites present in the macromole-
cule [7], different ligand binding modes [6,9,10], a mixture
of different ligands which could be used in displacement
experiments [1], or an allosteric binding model [11,12].

The purpose of this work is to analyze the implementa-
tion of this theory in isothermal titration calorimetry
(ITC)1. The problem of determining how the ligand binds
(e.g., assessing the possibility of different binding modes)
or establishing the model to be applied is not the goal of
this work [13,14], and it will be assumed that ligand binding
follows the McGhee–von Hippel theory. The method is
valid for ligands with any binding affinity, any size (in mac-
romolecule repeating unit basis), and any level of coopera-
tivity. ITC presents a great advantage over spectroscopic
techniques: the possibility of determining simultaneously
the affinity, k, and the enthalpy of binding, DH. Therefore,
it is possible to perform a complete characterization of the
binding process (determination of affinity, Gibbs energy,
enthalpy and entropy of binding) in just one experiment.

Both spectroscopy and calorimetry allow evaluating the
binding affinity, which determines the advance of the reac-
tion because it governs the partition into free and bound
species. Additionally, calorimetry provides the binding
enthalpy, an additional binding parameter that is impor-
tant in describing the intermolecular driving interactions
underlying the binding process, and it can be of help when
discriminating between different cases, as will be seen later.
Detailed descriptions of the technique, its applications, and
standard methodology and analysis can be found elsewhere
[15–24]. Despite the widespread recognition of ITC as an
excellent tool for studying biomolecular reactions, it has
been scarcely applied to lattice-like macromolecular sys-
tems, its full potential has not been completely exploited
[7,25–32], and it has very few times been used properly
[7,27–29,31].

To date no implementation of the theory for cooperative
binding has been done. McGhee and von Hippel derived
two different equations for each of the two possible situa-
tions: independent binding (x = 1) and cooperative bind-
ing (x „ 1). The latter equation cannot be applied in the
case of noncooperative binding because it diverges when
x equals unity. Some authors have developed a single
equation valid for any level of cooperativity (x = 1 and
x „ 1), thus, eliminating the need of a different expression
for each case [33,34]. However, as will be shown below,
the implementation of the theory in isothermal titration
calorimetry still requires the use of the partial binding
parameters, and no single expressions valid for any cooper-
ativity level have been developed for them. Therefore, two
situations will be considered: independent binding and
cooperative binding.

Case I. Lineal lattice-like macromolecule with noncooperative

ligand binding: macromolecule with N equivalent and

independent binding sites and ligand size l > 1

McGhee and von Hippel [3,4] derived a closed analytical
expression for the binding parameter in the Scatchard rep-
resentation in the case of a homogeneous mono-dimension-
al lattice-like macromolecule with N independent binding
sites and ligand with size l (l P 1)

m

½L�
¼

N � lm

k

N � lm

N � l� 1ð Þm

� �l�1

. ð5Þ

This equation was derived assuming an infinite lattice;
however, real macromolecules are not infinite and end-ef-
fects will arise. The error in using such equation is estimat-
ed to be less than the experimental error as long as N/
l > 30. However, using an expression valid for finite lattices
that includes the correction factor (N � l + 1)/N in Eq. (5)
[7] or employing an exact combinatorial analysis for finite
lattices [6], it has been demonstrated that the infinite lattice
approximation is a reasonably good approach even in cases
where N/l is significantly lower than 30.

Eq. (5) is linear in m only if l = 1. If l > 1, due to the pres-
ence of the additional factor in the right hand of Eq. (5),1 Abbreviation used: ITC, isothermal titration calorimetry.
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the Scatchard plot always lies beneath the linear plot corre-
sponding to l = 1, exhibiting positive curvature and reflect-
ing an apparent negative cooperativity between ligands
(usually named ‘‘entropic resistance to saturation’’) easily
explained from a statistical basis. As binding proceeds to
saturation, it is more difficult to find l free consecutive
binding sites when l is large. Then, the larger the ligand size
l, the larger such effect.

To eliminate [L] from Eq. (5), it can be rewritten
expressing [L] in terms of total concentrations of macro-
molecule and ligand

m

½L�T � ½M�Tm
¼

N � lm

k

N � lm

N � l� 1ð Þm

� �l�1

. ð6Þ

This equation can be rewritten as

½L�T � ½M�Tm
� �

N � lmð Þ
l
� kmðN � ðl� 1ÞmÞ

l�1
¼ 0; ð7Þ

which corresponds to an (l + 1)-order polynomial equa-
tion. For any given values for [L]T, [M]T, and k, a root with
physical meaning (i.e., positive and lower than N/l) can be
determined. The Newton–Raphson method is very simple
to implement and convergence is extremely fast [35]. Con-
sidering the equation we need to solve (Eq. (7))

F ðmÞ ¼ 0; ð8Þ

a recursive sequence {mn} is generated

mnþ1 ¼ mn �
F mnð Þ

F 0
mnð Þ

; ð9Þ

starting with an appropriate value for m0 (e.g., m0 = 0 or
m0 = 0.05 · N/l). Care should be taken to avoid the problem
arising if the derivative of the function F (m) vanishes within
the interval. The root is given by the limit of the sequence
when n approaches infinity, but, in practice, the iteration
procedure is continued until the convergence criterion is
fulfilled

mnþ1 � mnj j < e; ð10Þ

where the parameter e is given a low enough value (e.g.,
e = 10�12). According to calculations, for any given values
of N, l, [L]T, [M]T, and k, the correct root is obtained in less
than 30 iterations with the selected accuracy. To avoid er-
rors due to big numbers in the numerator and the denom-
inator in the second term of Eq. (9), the actual function
used to find the root was not F (m), but a modified function
introducing the constant scaling factor N�(l�2) which does
not change the localization of the roots.

In isothermal titration calorimetry the heat associated
with a binding process is measured. The instrument per-
forms a series of injections of a ligand solution from a
computer-controlled syringe into a macromolecule solu-
tion placed in a thermostatized cell and the heat effect
associated with each injection, due to the binding event
(and other heat effects related to secondary phenomena
that can be subtracted out conveniently), is measured.
The total concentration of each reactant in the cell after
injection i is

½M�T;i ¼ ½M�0

�

1�
v

V

�i

and ½L�T;i ¼ ½L�0 1� 1�
v

V

� �i
� �

;

ð11Þ

where [M]0 and [L]0 are the initial concentrations of macro-
molecule in the calorimetric cell and the ligand in the syr-
inge, v is the injection volume, and V is the cell volume.
From that, knowing [M]T,i and [L]T,i and assuming values
for N, l, and k, it is possible to determine the binding num-
ber after each injection, mi, solving Eq. (7) appropriately.
Then, the heat effect associated with injection, qi, can be
evaluated as follows:

qi ¼ V DH ½M�T;imi � 1�
v

V

� �

½M�T;i�1mi�1

� �

. ð12Þ

Eq. (12) is used in a nonlinear regression procedure to ex-
tract the optimal values of the thermodynamic parameters
N, l, k, and DH from the experimental data.

Fig. 1 shows the simulated titration corresponding to a
macromolecule with N = 100 binding sites and a ligand
with size l = 3. Although the thermogram and the titration
plot (Fig. 1A) look similar to the result obtained for a sys-
tem with ligand size l = 1, there exist some significant differ-
ences. Considering the values used for N and l, the expected
maximal number of ligand molecules bound per macromol-
ecule or stoichiometry is N/l = 100/3 � 33.3. However, the
apparent maximal binding number, inferred from the local-
ization of the inflection point of the titration plot, is around
30. The larger the ligand size, the larger the difference
between the apparent and the actual maximal binding num-
bers. Therefore, if the data analysis is performed with a
model for a ligand with size l = 1 [30,32], then, both the
maximal binding number and the binding affinity will be
estimated with a significant error (the values from the fitting
using a model considering a ligand size l = 1 are N = 30.5,
k = 2 Æ 10�5 M, and DH = 10.3 kcal/mol; whereas the val-
ues used for that calculation were N = 100, l = 3, N/L =
33.3, k = 10�5 M, and DH = 10 kcal/mol). The binding
enthalpy is more accurately estimated, because it is practi-
cally model independent and it is mainly determined by
the difference between the low saturation region and the
high saturation region in the titration plot, depending
almost exclusively on the number of moles of ligand injected
at each injection. When planning an experiment, a concen-
tration of ligand high enough to reach saturation in a rea-
sonable number of injections should be considered. For a
macromolecule with N binding sites and a ligand with size
l = 1, considering typical volumes of the calorimetric cell
volume and the injection of 1.5 mL and 10 lL, respectively,
the concentration of ligand in syringe should be around
(10–15) · N · [M]0, to guarantee that the final molar ratio
([L]T/[M]T) is about 2–3 after 25–30 injections. In the case
of a ligand with any size l the same rule holds and the
concentration of ligand in syringe should be around
(10–15) · N/l · [M]0.

To check the accuracy and reliability of the calculation
procedure four examples in different regions of the titration
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plot have been selected: at low saturation (m = 4.80 and
14.59), around the equivalency point (m = 28.01), and close
to complete saturation (m = 30.9). The corresponding data
(the values of the total concentration of ligand and macro-
molecule, and the root) are indicated in the table in Fig. 1.
The function N�(l�2)F (m), in this case a 4th-order polyno-
mial, has been plotted in Fig. 1B. In any case there are
two real positive roots; however, only one of them lies
within the interval [0,100/3] and, therefore, possesses phys-
ical meaning. The derivative of the function N�(l�2)F (m)
vanishes in one point inside the interval [0,100/3]. The
recursive sequence constructed to find the root in each
example is shown in Fig. 1C. The correct solution is found
in less than 20 iterations using e = 10�12. When analyzing
an experiment by nonlinear regression, both geometric
parameters N and l should not be used simultaneously as
adjustable parameters, because it would lead to a depen-
dency value close to 1 in the fitting procedure aimed at

the estimation of both parameters (that is, they would be
statistically correlated). This can be seen if we rewrite Eq.
(7) in terms of the normalized binding parameter m/N
(the binding density used by other authors); then, only
one geometric parameter, l, would appear explicitly. Usual-
ly N is known because it is the number of repeating units
per macromolecule (e.g., number of base pairs in a nucleic
acid) and it can be given a fixed value. If N is not fixed in
the analysis, the estimated values for N and l must be then
understood relative to each other (although this could lead
to some discrepancies as explained below).

Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of the ligand size on the calo-
rimetric titration. Three simulated calorimetric titrations
are shown, with different geometric parameters, N and l,
but sharing the same maximal number of ligand molecules
bound per macromolecule or stoichiometry, N/l = 100.
The increase in ligand size produces a reduction in the ‘‘ap-
parent’’ stoichiometry, which is indicated by the localiza-
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Fig. 1. (A) Simulated calorimetric titration corresponding to a macromolecule with N = 100 binding sites and a ligand with size l = 3. The calculations

were done with a concentration of ligand in syringe [L]0 = 25 mM, a concentration of macromolecule in the calorimetric cell [M]0 = 0.075 mM, a

dissociation constant k = 10�5 M, and a binding enthalpy DH = 10 kcal/mol. In all calculations, an injection volume v = 10 lL and a calorimetric cell

volume V = 1.4 mL have been used. In the thermogram, the upper plot, the signal directly monitored in the experiment, that is, the thermal power applied

by the feedback system to maintain a constant temperature irrespective of what is occurring in the cell, is shown. Each peak in the sequence corresponds to

one injection of ligand into the macromolecule solution. In the lower plot the integrated area of each peak is represented as a function of the molar ratio,

i.e., the ratio between the concentration of total ligand and the concentration of total macromolecule in the calorimetric cell after any injection. The

thermodynamic parameters,N, l, k, and DH, of a real reaction would be determined by performing a linear regression analysis of the titration plot. (B) The

function N�(l�2)F (m) is plotted in four instances in the titration, corresponding to the black squares in the titration plot. The values of the total

concentration of ligand and macromolecule, and the root in each case are shown in the table in A. The function N�(l�2)F (m), in this case a 4th-order

polynomial, is plotted for each example: m = 4.80 (continuous line), 14.59 (dashed line), 28.01 (dotted line), and 30.9 (dashed–dotted line). There are two

real positive roots; however, only one of them lies within the interval [0,100/3]. The derivative of the function N�(l�2)F (m) vanishes in one point inside the

interval [0,100/3]. (C) The four sequences generated in the four calculation examples. The convergence limit value is the root determined in each case

(m = 4.80, 14.59, 28.01, and 30.9) with e = 10�12.
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tion of the inflection point, but the apparent binding affin-
ity (related to the slope at the inflection point) is somewhat
similar (although there is a small but significant change
between l = 1 and l > 1). Moreover, Fig. 3 shows that,
for given values of N and l (with l > 1), increasing or
decreasing the binding affinity will change the localization
of the inflection point. However, when l = 1 the localiza-
tion of the inflection point is independent of the binding
affinity. This demonstrates that the ratio N/l does not
define univocally the geometric features of the system but
also that the values of N and l by themselves are important.
Therefore, fixing N to different values in the fitting proce-
dure will give different sets of estimated thermodynamic
parameters. This fact, the influence of the geometric
parameters on the estimated thermodynamic parameters,
is illustrated in Fig. 4. The titration shown in the plot
was calculated with values of N = 100 and l = 3. In the fit-
ting procedure N was fixed to three different values:
N = 100, 200, and 600, while the other parameters, l, k,
and DH, were left to vary. Although the fits obtained are
indistinguishable and the estimated set of parameters are

almost equivalent, there are some discrepancies in the esti-
mated values for l and k: l does not exactly scale as N does
and the differences in the k values represent significant dif-
ferences of 0.2 and 0.8 kcal/mol in the estimated binding
Gibbs energies at 25 �C for N = 200 and N = 600, com-
pared to the case with N = 100. The more different the
selected values for N, the larger the discrepancies between
the sets of estimated parameters. The importance of defin-
ing appropriately the geometric parameters to estimate cor-
rectly the thermodynamic parameters and to compare
ligand potencies is lightened by considering that N and l

are usually given in standard units directly related to the
internal structure of the lattice-like macromolecule (e.g.,
in number of basepairs in nucleic acids).

Fig. 2 also shows that titrations with ligand size larger
than 1 exhibit a slight asymmetry in the shape of the plot.
The plot for the ligand with size l = 1 is symmetrical if com-
paring the pre-equivalency and the post-equivalency regions
(that is, taking the inflection point as symmetry center), but
in the plot for the ligand with size l = 10 the decay to zero is
slower and the curvature in the post-equivalency region is
lower than the curvature in the pre-equivalency region.
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Fig. 2. Effect of the ligand size on the calorimetric titration. Three

simulated calorimetric titrations: (1) macromolecule with N = 100 binding

sites and ligand size l = 1 (solid squares); (2) macromolecule with N = 200

binding sites and ligand size l = 2 (open squares); and (3) macromolecule

with N = 1000 binding sites and ligand size l = 10 (open circles). The

calculations were done with a concentration of ligand in syringe

[L]0 = 50 mM, a concentration of macromolecule in the calorimetric cell

[M]0 = 0.05 mM, a dissociation constant k = 10�5 M, and a binding

enthalpy DH = 10 kcal/mol. The increase in ligand size produces a

reduction in the ‘‘apparent’’ number of binding sites (localization of the

inflection point), a slight asymmetry in the titration plot, and a modifi-

cation in the apparent affinity (related to the steepness of the titration).
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Case II. Lineal lattice-like macromolecule with cooperative

ligand binding: macromolecule with N equivalent and

dependent binding sites and ligand size l > 1

Now, bound ligands interact, favorably or unfavor-
ably, with nearest neighbors on either side. An interaction
or cooperativity parameter, x, defined as an equilibrium
constant between two states (two ligands interacting
side-by-side and the same two ligands not interacting
and separated at least by one free macromolecule unit),
represents such interaction energy. Again, a close analyt-
ical expression for the binding number has been derived
[3,4]:

m

½L�
¼

N � lm

k

2x� 1ð Þ N � lmð Þ þ m� R

2ðx� 1ÞðN � lmÞ

� �l�1

�
N � lþ 1ð Þmþ R

2ðN � lmÞ

� �2

ð13Þ

with:

R ¼ N � lþ 1ð Þmð Þ2 þ 4xm N � lmð Þ
� �1=2

ð14Þ

Eq. (13) is never linear in m (even if l = 1). There are two
parameters affecting the shape of the Scatchard plot: l,
which always causes an apparent negative cooperativity
(positive curvature), and x, which is a truly cooperative
interaction parameter and also modulates the Scatchard
plot. If 0 6 x 6 1, two ligands bound side-by-side interact
unfavorably and there is negative cooperativity (positive
curvature); if 1 6 x < + 1, two ligands bound side-by-side
interact favorably and there is positive cooperativity (neg-
ative curvature); if x = 1, two ligands bound side-by-side
do not interact at all. It is obvious that at a given value
of the ligand size l, there will be a value of the interaction
parameter x that almost compensates the negative cooper-
ativity effect from l in the Scatchard plot, resulting in a
nearly linear plot. Therefore, the exclusion effect produced
by ligand binding can be compensated by a higher degree
of cooperativity, which might render difficult discriminat-
ing between different situations (e.g., a given ligand size
could be equivalent to a larger ligand size with some posi-
tive cooperativity) [36]. Moreover, a moderate negative
cooperativity is usually ‘‘absorbed’’ by an effective ligand
size l larger than the real one (that is the reason why l is
also called ‘‘neighbor exclusion parameter’’). However,
ITC allows discriminating between these two different
cases, because if there is a true interaction between bound
ligands, it will be reflected in an additional contribution to
the overall enthalpy of binding, the interaction or cooper-
ativity enthalpy Dh, whose effect on the titration will be ob-
served as the binding saturation increases.

To eliminate [L] from Eq. (13), it can be rewritten
expressing [L] in terms of total concentrations

m

½L�T � ½M�Tm
¼

N � lm

k

2x� 1ð ÞðN � lmÞ þ m� R

2ðx� 1ÞðN � lmÞ

� �l�1

�
N � ðlþ 1Þmþ R

2ðN � lmÞ

� �2

. ð15Þ

This equation can be rewritten as

ð½L�T � ½M�TmÞðN � lmÞðð2x� 1ÞðN � lmÞ þ m� RÞl�1

� ðN � ðlþ 1Þmþ RÞ2 � kmð2ðx� 1ÞðN � lmÞÞl�1

� ð2ðN � lmÞÞ
2
¼ 0; ð16Þ

which is an (l + 3)-order polynomial equation.
For any given values for [L]T, [M]T, and k, a root with

physical meaning (i.e., positive and lower than N/l) can
be determined. As in the previous case, the Newton–Raph-
son method has been used to find the root with physical
meaning in the interval [0,N/l]. According to calculations,
for any given values of N, l, [L]T, [M]T, k, and x, the cor-
rect root is obtained in less than 50 iterations with the
selected accuracy.

From that, knowing [M]T,i and [L]T,i and assuming val-
ues for N, l, k, and x, it is possible to determine the binding
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Fig. 4. Influence of the geometric parameters on the estimated thermody-

namic parameters. The titration shown in the plot was calculated with a

value of N = 100, a value of l = 3, a concentration of ligand in syringe

[L]0 = 25 mM, a concentration of macromolecule in the calorimetric cell

[M]0 = 0.075 mM, a dissociation constant k = 10�5 M, and a binding

enthalpy DH = 10 kcal/mol. In the fitting procedure N was fixed to three

values:N = 100, 200, and 600. The other parameters, l, k, and DH, were left

to vary. The fits obtained in all cases are indistinguishable and the estimated

parameters are almost equivalent (N = 100, l = 2.99996 ± 0.00005,

k = 9.9998 ± 0.0004 Æ 10�6 M, DH = 10.0358 ± 0.0001 kcal/mol; N = 200,

l = 5.723 ± 0.008, k = 1.39 ± 0.05 Æ 10�5 M, DH = 10.08 ± 0.01 kcal/mol;

N = 600, l = 16.39 ± 0.03, k = 3.7 ± 0.2 Æ 10�5 M, DH = 9.99 ± 0.01 kcal/

mol). The differences in DH are not important; the more significant

discrepancies are in the estimated values for l and k.
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number after each injection, mi, solving Eq. (15) appropri-
ately. Then, the heat effect associated with injection, qi,
can be evaluated as

qi ¼ V DH ½M�T;imisol;i � 1�
v

V

� �

½M�T;i�1misol;i�1

� ��

þ �H þ
Dh

2

� �

½M�T;imsc;i � 1�
v

V

� �

½M�T;i�1msc;i�1

� �

þ DH þ Dhð Þ ½M�T;imdc;i � 1�
v

V

� �

½M�T;i�1mdc;i�1

� ��

;

ð17Þ

where Dh is the enthalpy associated with the interaction be-
tween nearest neighbor bound ligands and misol, msc, and mdc

are the partial numbers of ligand molecules bound isolated,
with only one nearest neighbor (singly contiguous) and
with two nearest neighbors (doubly contiguous), per mac-
romolecule, respectively. The interaction enthalpy is the
enthalpy associated to the interaction between two adja-
cent bound ligands. Because bound ligands are indistin-
guishable, to prevent counting twice such interaction
when evaluating the heat associated with binding using
Eq. (17), the contribution of Dh is divided by 2 in the terms
corresponding to singly and doubly contiguous bound li-
gands. For example, if a ligand binds adjacent to an isolat-
ed bound ligand, the net enthalpy contribution is computed
through the following scheme: since the net effect is that an
isolated ligand disappears (gets dissociated) and two singly
contiguous bound ligands appear (bind), one has to count
�DH from the isolated ligand as if it gets dissociated and
DH + Dh/2 from each ligand as if they bind adjacently,
with an expected net effect of DH + Dh. Eq. (17) accounts
for any other case, which can be explained in a similar
way. The partial binding parameters can be calculated,
once the total binding parameter has been determined, as

misol ¼ ð½L�T � ½M�TmÞ
N � lm

k

ð2x� 1ÞðN � lmÞ þ m� R

2ðx� 1ÞðN � lmÞ

� �lþ1

;

msc ¼ ð½L�T � ½M�TmÞ
x

x� 1

l� 1ð Þm� N þ R

k

�
2x� 1ð ÞðN � lmÞ þ m� R

2ðx� 1ÞðN � lmÞ

� �l

;

mdc ¼ ð½L�T � ½M�TmÞ
x

2ðx� 1Þ

� �2
ðl� 1Þm� N þ Rð Þ2

kðN � lmÞ

�
ð2x� 1ÞðN � lmÞ þ m� R

2ðx� 1ÞðN � lmÞ

� �l�1

; ð18Þ

where

m ¼ misol þ msc þ mdc. ð19Þ

Eq. (18) provides information about the effect of the inter-
action parameter, x, on the tendency of the ligand to bind
isolated or clustered. If x � 1 (e.g., x = 0.999), the partial
numbers of ligand molecules bound per macromolecule can
be evaluated for the case with no binding cooperativity. Eq.
(18) is used in a nonlinear regression procedure to extract

the optimal values of the thermodynamic parameters N,
l, k, DH, x, and Dh from the experimental data.

Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of the cooperativity parameter
on the evolution of the partial binding numbers along the
titration. The calculations were done with a number of
binding sites per macromolecule N = 100 and a ligand size
l = 4. Four values of the cooperativity parameter have been
considered: x = 0 (maximal negative cooperativity), 0.1
(negative cooperativity), 1 (no cooperativity), and 10 (posi-
tive cooperativity). In the case with no cooperativity, iso-
latedly bound ligands appear initially, then bound ligands
with only one neighbor (singly contiguous), and later
bound ligands with two neighbors (doubly contiguous).
When ligands bind with positive cooperativity, isolatedly
bound ligands appear initially, but immediately clustered
bound ligands appear and the scene is dominated soon
by the ligands bound with two neighbors. When ligands
bind with negative cooperativity, isolatedly bound ligands
appear initially and dominate all over the titration; the sin-
gly contiguous ligand population increases very slowly and
the doubly contiguous ligand population is even less signif-
icant. When ligands bind with maximal negative coopera-
tivity there are no ligands bound with nearest neighbors
at all. This case is completely equivalent to the binding of
ligands with size l = 5 (one unit larger) and no binding
cooperativity.

In Fig. 6 the effect of a nonzero interaction enthalpy is
illustrated. All plots have been drawn at the same scale
for comparison. If Dh is equal to zero, there are two differ-
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Fig. 5. Effect of the cooperativity parameter on the evolution of the

partial binding numbers along the titration. The calculations were done

with a number of binding sites per macromolecule N = 100, a ligand size
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ences between negative and positive cooperativity: unfa-
vorable ligand–ligand interaction lowers both the apparent
affinity (steepness of the titration plot) and the apparent
stoichiometry (localization of the equivalency or inflection
point). Thus, bearing in mind that the apparent stoichiom-
etry is also modulated by the actual N and l values, without
any a priori information there would be a problem to
decide which case applies to the system under study (e.g.,
low affinity with no cooperativity would be equivalent to
high affinity with negative cooperativity; small ligand size
with no cooperativity would be equivalent to large ligand
size with positive cooperativity). However, the presence
of Dh (which can be modified changing the experimental
conditions) will help in selecting the appropriate case. If
Dh is nonzero, there is an additional contribution to the
heat effect coming from the interaction between adjacently
bound ligands and the different cases can be distinguished.
Even if, under certain circumstances, the interaction
enthalpy is zero, the enthalpy associated to any process is
in general very sensitive to the environmental experimental
conditions (temperature, pH, ionic strength, etc.) and,
therefore, easily modulated attaining a nonzero value. This
is one of the advantages of using ITC to study binding
reactions. If there is negative cooperativity the effect of
nonzero enthalpy is small (a slight increase or decrease of

the heat effect in the preequivalency region for positive or
negative interaction enthalpy, respectively), because the
population of ligands bound with nearest neighbors
increases very slowly as the titration proceeds (see
Fig. 5). On the other hand, if there is positive cooperativity
the effect of nonzero enthalpy is huge (a dramatic increase
or decrease of the heat effect in the preequivalency region
for positive or negative interaction enthalpy, respectively),
because the population of ligands bound with at least one
nearest neighbor (and preferably two nearest neighbors)
dominates the titration (see Fig. 5). Another effect of a
nonzero interaction enthalpy is a change in the apparent
maximal binding number to lower or higher values,
depending on the sign of the interaction enthalpy.

More information on the interaction or cooperativity
thermodynamic parameters can be obtained by performing
reverse titrations [7,31,37]. In a direct titration the ligand is
injected into a macromolecule solution, whereas in a
reverse titration the macromolecule is injected into a ligand
solution. If the stoichiometry is 1:1, no differences should
arise between these two experiments. However, if the stoi-
chiometry is not 1:1 and the binding sites are not equivalent
and/or independent, the comparison of both experiments
reveals substantial differences. Fig. 7 shows direct (left)
and reverse (right) calorimetric titrations with and without
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Fig. 6. Effect of the interaction enthalpy on the calorimetric titration. Simulated calorimetric titrations corresponding to a macromolecule with N = 100

binding sites and a ligand size l = 4. The calculations were done with a concentration of ligand in syringe [L]0 = 25 mM, a concentration of macromolecule

in the calorimetric cell [M]0 = 0.1 mM, a dissociation constant k = 10�5 M, a binding enthalpy DH = 10 kcal/mol, cooperativity parameters x = 0.1 and

10, and interaction enthalpy Dh = �10 (open circles), 0 (closed squares) and 10 kcal/mol (open squares). (Left) Calorimetric titrations with x = 0.1

(negative cooperativity). The effect of the interaction enthalpy is small, because ligands tend to bind isolatedly; hence the heat effect reflects just the

binding. (Right) Calorimetric titrations with x = 10 (positive cooperativity). The effect of the interaction enthalpy is huge, because ligands tend to bind

clustered; hence the heat effect reflects both the binding event and the interaction between nearest-neighbor bound ligands.
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ligand cooperativity. To simulate the reverse titrations the
roles of the ligand and macromolecule are exchanged in
Eq. (11), but all other equations remains unaltered. In
the initial stages of a direct titration the macromolecule is
in excess and the ligand is at a subsaturating concentration.
As the titration proceeds, the ligand reaches higher concen-
trations and the macromolecule becomes saturated, the
number of ligand molecules bound per macromolecule
increases (see inset), the number of ligands isolatedly
bound per macromolecule decreases, and the number of
ligands doubly contiguous increases. On the other hand,
in the initial stages of a reverse titration the ligand is in
excess and the macromolecule becomes almost saturated
at the beginning, and, therefore, most of the ligands bound
present nearest neighbors (singly and doubly contiguous).
As the titration proceeds, the macromolecule reaches high-
er concentrations and the ligand subsaturating concentra-
tions. Consequently, the increase in macromolecule
concentration induces ligand dissociation. Then, some of
the bound ligands with nearest neighbors get dissociated
to bind with fewer neighbors. Therefore, the number of
ligand molecules bound per macromolecule decreases (see
inset), the number of ligands isolatedly bound increases,

and the number of ligands doubly contiguous decreases.
If there is no cooperativity, there are no important differ-
ences between the direct and the reverse titration. However,
if there is cooperativity, there are dramatic differences
between both experiments: the increase in the heat per
injection in the direct titration reflects the progressive
increase in ligands bound with nearest neighbors; the
decrease in the heat per injection in the direct titration,
even to negative values when both enthalpies DH and Dh

are positive, reflects the progressive increase in ligands
bound with fewer neighbors and the dissociation induced
by the increase in macromolecule concentration.

Conclusions

McGhee–von Hippel theory for cooperative ligand
binding to one-dimensional homogeneous lattice-like mac-
romolecules has been implemented in isothermal titration
calorimetry. Although the formalism is based on the Scat-
chard representation, the method is exact and rigorous,
without the weaknesses and drawbacks intrinsic to the
Scatchard analysis, and it can be employed in any titration
technique (e.g., spectroscopy) in which the only indepen-
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Fig. 7. Comparison between direct titrations (ligand into macromolecule solution; left) and reverse titrations (macromolecule into ligand solution; right).

Simulated calorimetric titrations corresponding to a macromolecule with N = 100 binding sites and a ligand size l = 4. For the direct titrations, a

concentration of ligand in syringe [L]0 = 15 mM and a concentration of macromolecule in the calorimetric cell [M]0 = 0.05 mM were employed. For the

reverse titrations, a concentration of ligand in the calorimetric cell [L]0 = 1 mM and a concentration of macromolecule in the syringe [M]0 = 0.5 mM were

employed. A dissociation constant k = 10�5 M, a binding enthalpy DH = 10 kcal/mol, cooperativity parameter x = 0 (closed squares) and 5 (open

squares) (negative cooperativity has not been simulated, because it causes a small effect, as demonstrated in Fig. 6), and interaction enthalpy Dh = 0 and

10 kcal/mol were used. To calculate the normalized heat in each injection per mole of injectant, in the case of the reverse titration it was normalized per

mole of binding sites injected, that is, dividing the heat per injection by v · [M]0 · N/l. In the insets, the evolution of the number of ligand molecules bound

per macromolecule, m, is plotted as a function of the molar ratio. The molar ratio is always defined as the quotient between the total concentration of the

reactant injected and the total concentration of the reactant in the calorimetric cell.
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dent variables are the total concentrations of reactants. The
method implies solving numerically an (l + 3)-order or an
(l + 1)-order polynomial equation (where l is the ligand size
in repeating macromolecule units), depending on whether
cooperative binding is considered. Therefore, it is shown
how numerical methods can be used to extend the applica-
bility of biophysical techniques to more complex systems.
Extensions for heterogeneous lattice-like macromolecules
(e.g., finite lattices, nonhomogeneous distribution of bind-
ing sites, or different classes of binding sites in the macro-
molecule) can be easily performed.

This methodology permits the study of binding reactions
with long one-dimensional macromolecules by ITC, which
has been scarcely used for this type of system. Thus, it will
be possible to take advantage of the benefits from using
this technique. ITC allows determining simultaneously
the affinity and the enthalpy of binding, discriminating
between intrinsic parameters (k and DH) and interaction
or cooperativity parameters (x and Dh). Therefore, it pro-
vides a complete thermodynamic characterization of the
binding process (Gibbs energy, enthalpy, entropy, and stoi-
chiometry). In addition, having affinity and enthalpy deter-
mined simultaneously, and the possibility of modulating
them by changing the experimental conditions, gives us
an additional element with which to extract valuable infor-
mation and to discriminate among different possible cases
applicable to the system under study. The comparison
between reverse and direct titrations gives additional infor-
mation about cooperativity phenomena. An analysis of the
effect of the different binding parameters, geometric and
thermodynamic, on the calorimetric titration has been pre-
sented. On the other hand, limitations intrinsic to ITC
should be bore in mind (e.g., kinetic effects arising in slow
binding reactions).
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